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Sequence variability of proteins evolutionarily constrained by solution-thermodynamic function
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Focusing on silk fibroin and hemoglobin molecules as templates, we model protein homolog dispersal across
sequence-fitness landscapes determined by solution thermodynamics. Landscapes are constructed by inspecting
an idealized theoretical phase topology associated with sequence length and hydrophobic-polar composition,
comprising liquid-liquid phase separation, gelation and liquid crystalline self-assembly. We then calculate the
distribution of homologs in sequence space as steady states of a simple mutation-selection dynamics. The
results are consistent with Swiss-Prot bioinformatic data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much of population genetics’ neodarwinian synthes
evolution as a combination of mutation, drift, and selectio
is encompassed by Sewall Wright’s concept of a fitness la
scape extending over the space of mutation-accessible g
type@1,2#. A very intuitive fundamental corollary of the land
scape perspective is that evolving populations gener
maintain a degree of genetic variability.

Several authors have applied landscape methods to
tein evolution. By adopting some specific choice
sequence-fitness mapping, one is able to predict a ‘‘homo
distribution’’ describing sequence-space dispersal of a gi
protein within a population. Chan and Bornberg-Bauer@3#
have reviewed simple exact model~SEM! views of protein
folding which are amenable to evolutionary analysis in t
respect. Chosen measures of fitness have included n
state stability@4,5# and enzymelike ligand binding affinity
@6,7#.

We aim here to address in an analogous spirit functio
contexts which derive instead from the thermodynamics
proteins interacting as ensembles in solution, i.e., a de
ture from the emphasis thus far on function of a sin
protein molecule. To this effect, we consider solutio
thermodynamic phenomena which can be transpare
coupled to sequence. By assigning fitness to distinct ph
topological features, the sequence-space projection of
phase diagram becomes implicitly a fitness landscape.

II. BIOLOGICAL MOTIVATION

A number of aggregation-related phenomena have ph
ological relevance to globular protein systems, in particu
phase separation and gelation. Lysozyme and eye lens
tallins exhibit a well-studied liquid-liquid phase separatio
which is apparently driven by dispersion interactions@8#. In
hemoglobin solutions, phase separation is believed to pre
a possible route to the pathological fibrillization of HbS m
tants responsible for sickle cell anemia@9#. This latter con-
trasts with that of lysozyme etc. in so far as it occurs w
increasing temperature ~‘‘temperature-reversed’’ @10#!,
readily interpreting as a hydrophobicity-driven effect@11#.
Both mechanisms are to an extent generic to globular pro
solutions, although whether they are of importance un
1063-651X/2004/69~1!/011903~8!/$22.50 69 0119
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physiological conditions depends upon system-specific
rameters.

The hydrophobic mechanism of hemoglobin is relevan
sequence evolution in so far as the associated critical poi
strongly responsive to those genetic mutations which cha
polarity of the encoded amino-acid residues. As we sh
discuss below, it can be treated qualitatively after the fash
of the HP school of SEMs, revolving around a simple two
state characterization of residues,H5hydrophobic vsP
5polar.

Eaton and Hofrichter@12# have described the fibrillized
phase of HbS solutions as a polymeric gel. In fact, gelat
has become something of a blanket term encompassing
statistical-mechanically distinct phenomena as percola
@13# and glass transitions@14#. Nevertheless, light scatterin
studies of globular proteins consistently suggest that ph
separation is generically accompanied by some form of g
like phase@10#, regardless of its precise nature. This gene
aspect is sufficiently captured by a simple percolation p
spective which we are able to develop within the same t
oretical framework introduced to describe phase separat

In the case of hemoglobin, it is plausible to regard t
evolutionary contingency of phase separation and gelatio
equivalent to that of sickle cell anemia. We will implement
loose interpretation of hemoglobin as an explicit model te
plate for illustration of our overall method, roughly obser
ing this contingency. Phase separation and gelation
translate as unviable holes in the fitness landscape of
approach, tantamount to assuming that the sickle cell co
tion is deleterious@15#. Aside from the case of hemoglobin
however, this may represent a fairly general constraint co
mon to many other protein contexts, soluble globular p
teins in particular. Cataract formation, for example, anot
well-studied disease pathology, involves phase separatio
the lens crystallins already mentioned.

As a counter illustration, a phase which might be po
tively selected for, we will also incorporate a liquid
crystalline region into our general phase diagram, followi
a recent theory which relates silk fibroin sequence to s
assembly in solution@16,17#. It is thought that orb-weave
spiders~genusNephila! exploit such a process to optimiz
the mechanical quality of dragline silks spun from their m
jor ampullate gland@18#. Although Nephila dragline fibroins
belong to the class of larger fibrous proteins, their behav
in the gland resembles that of the globular systems abov
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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the extent that individually they adopt a collapsed globu
conformation, and avoid phase separation and gelation.
drophobicity drives their assembly into supramolecular m
sogens, capable of liquid-crystalline ordering~see Fig. 1!.

III. COUPLING SEQUENCE TO THERMODYNAMIC
FITNESS

In this section we first introduce an idealized mappi
between amino-acid sequence and an adhesive pro
protein interaction parameter. The thermodynamic ph
space of this interaction is developed in Sec. III B, featur
phase separation, gelation, and a liquid crystalline region
discussed above. Section III C completes the passage
sequence-fitness landscape.

A. mapping between sequence and globule-globule interaction

The free energy gain of burying hydrophobic~nonpolar!
surface area in the interface between protein subunits i
the order of kT/a2 per unit buried area@19#, where a
;1 nm is a typical amino-acid lengthscale andkT is the
thermal energy. Hence, if a fractionf H of the residues ex-
posed at the surface of a given globular protein are hyd
phobic, then the free energy gain in forming a globu
globule contact of areaA;a2 is

e; f HkT. ~1!

FIG. 1. Protein solution-thermodynamic phenomena which
map to evolutionary fitness in this discussion. Hydrophobic
drives a generic phase separation into two coexisting colloidal-
liquid phases~ii !. Hydrophobicity can also drive the onset of gel
tion, interpreted here in a percolation sense~iii !, and self-assembly
of supramolecular fibrils/mesogens capable of liquid-crystall
phase ordering~iv!.
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Let us formulate this as a square-well interaction, hav
well-depthe,

v~r !5`, 0,r ,d,

2e, d,r ,d1a,

0, r .d1a, ~2!

whered denotes the diameter of the globules. We may
sume roughlyd.N1/3a for a sequence comprisingN resi-
dues. We adopt the amino-acid lengthscalea as the well
width, which is a natural choice on the assumption that
hydrophobicity of individual residues which drives the inte
action.

Sequence couples toe via the parameterf H . Thus, if we
can map between sequence andf H , then this will be tanta-
mount to a mapping between sequence and globule-glo
interaction. A simple way to approach this problem is
ignore all aspects of the folding problem other than the f
energy of coarsely partitioning hydrophobic residues
tween core and solvent-exposed regions of the globule.
proceed along similar lines to an early approach of Dill@20#,
as implemented in Ref.@16#.

TheN residues of the sequence are inscribed on a roug
spherical lattice, which is compact in the sense that all s
are occupied. Of theN residues, it is easy to show tha
'Ne53N21/3 lie in the surface such that they are exposed
the solvent. Conversely,Nb5N2Ne residues buried in the
core are protected from the solvent. Next, we definen as the
number of residues which are hydrophobic~H! as opposed to
the N2n polar ~P! residues. In a given conformation, th
globule partitions such thatnb of then hydrophobic residues
are buried, whilene5n2nb are exposed. A ‘‘native parti-
tioning’’ follows by minimizing a Gibbs free energy

G5neD2TS. ~3!

The first term expresses the hydrophobic effect, withD a
free energy cost perH residue exposed to the solvent. We s
D52kT in our calculations. This term drives theH residues
into the core, but at a cost in distributional entropy,

S/kB5 lnF Nb!

nb! ~Nb2nb!! G1 lnF Ne!

ne! ~Ne2ne!!
G . ~4!

The free energy minimization determinesf H5n̄e /Ne ,
where n̄e denotes the native partitioning. To complete t
mapping between sequence and well-depthe, we write

e5 f HD5n̄eN
1/3D/3. ~5!

Figure 2 presents the trend calculated by this method
our two model templates, ‘‘hemoglobin’’ having total se
quence lengthN5574 ~the tetramer!, and Nephila dragline
‘‘silk fibroins’’ having N53500.

It is important to qualify the assumption of compactne
as understood in this derivation. Heteropolymer-like cons
erations @20# suggest a breakdown in compactness bel
some threshold sequence hydrophobic contentn/N, effec-
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tively a denaturation transition. The dashed line of the fig
presents an explicit calculation, as outlined in the Append

B. Thermodynamic phase space of adhesive interaction

The square-well fluid is not particularly tractable from
equation of state point of view. However, exact and comp
analytical results follow in the limit formulated by Baxte
@21#,

v~r !5`, 0,r ,d,

2kT lnFd1s

12tsG , d,r ,d1s,

0, r .d1s, ~6!

wheres→0.
Baxter’s parametert21 can by regarded as a measure

adhesive strength, as is clear from its relation to the sec
virial coefficient

DB2 /B2
HS53d23 lim

s→0
E

d

d1s

@12exp„2bv~r !…#r 2dr

52t21/4, ~7!

where the bare hard-sphere resultB2
HS52pd3/3 presents a

convenient reference.
The idea of exploiting the analytical tractability of Bax

ter’s limit to represent square-well-like systems is a famil
one in the general colloidal context. We follow here t
equivalence prescription of Regnaut and Ravey@22#, who fix
a correspondence betweent21 and well depth by equating

FIG. 2. Phase behavior is driven by an effective adhesive in
action of strengthe, which derives from sequence hydrophobic co
tent n/N. The lower curve fixesN53500, reflecting dragline silk
fibroins. The upper curve fixesN5574, the number of residues i
the hemoglobin tetramer. This mapping assumes the interacting
teins adopt a globular-compact conformation. Compactness is
when the globules denature below some threshold composi
which is roughly independent ofN according to the argument give
in the Appendix.
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the respective second virial coefficients. To lowest order
a/d we have for the square-well fluid,

DB2 /B2
HS.23~a/d!@exp~be!21#.

Hence, comparing with Eq.~7!,

t21512~a/d!@exp~be!21#. ~8!

1. Liquid-liquid phase separation

The static structure factor for Baxter particles has an a
lytical form @22#,

Q5
~12w!4

@112w2lw~12w!#2
, ~9!

wherew is the volume fraction, andl is the lower root of

w

12
l22S w

12w
1t Dl1

11w/2

~12w!2
50. ~10!

A locus of divergence ofQ follows straightforwardly,
which, in our present colloidal-like context, can be inte
preted as a liquid-liquid transition spinodal. The critical po
is located attc51.17, wc50.12.

2. Gel (percolation) transition

In a cluster-based structural view of an adhesive fluid,
term percolation describes divergence of the mean clu
size, saym. Cluster size is formally related to a pai
connectedness functionP(r ) analogous to the usual pair dis
tribution functiong(r ),

m511cE P~r !dr , ~11!

wherec is the particle concentration andc2P(r1 ,r2)dr1dr2
is the probability of finding connected particles in volum
elementsdr1 anddr2 simultaneously. By recasting Baxter
original g(r ) method in connectivity language, Chiew an
Glandt @23# solve forP(r ), yielding

m51/~12lw!2, ~12!

hence percolation along the locuslw→1.

3. Liquid crystallinity

Supramolecular self-assembly is common in protein so
tions, and occurs via a range of different mechanisms.
their capacity as sterically anisotropic mesogens, the
sembled structures are sometimes capable of spontane
ordering into a liquid-crystalline phase.

An example of such behavior is thought to occur duri
the early stages of the orb-weaver spider’s dragline spinn
process. In modeling this process, Braun and Viney@16# as-
sume that the constituent fibroins, while dispersed in
gland prior to extrusion, adopt a collapsed conformati
These ‘‘fibrous globules’’ assemble reversibly into supram
lecular rodlike structures, driven by an adhesive inter

r-

ro-
st
n,
3-3
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FIG. 3. Phase space of adhesive interaction. The hemoglobin diagram reproduces a schematic topology outlined by Mus
Rosenberger from experimental data@10#. These features are arguably quite generic, since sequence lengthN5574 is the only hemoglobin-
specific parameter in the calculation. The silk phase diagram is sensitive to an additional parameters510 specifying the morphology o
supramolecular mesogens. The liquid-dispersed~m! phase now comprises disordered supramolecular mesogens, separated by a b
region from an ordered liquid-crystalline phase of the nematic type.
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tion having the same sequence-hydrophobic origin as
presente.

Subject to a morphological constraints, specifying the
number of monomeric strands in the cross section, the r
have a mean axial ratio

L.s23/2w1/2exp~Esc/2kT!, ~13!

where Esc;se is an effective scission energy, the cost
slicing a rod in two.

Beyond some critical value ofL the rods undergo a tran
sition from a disordered isotropic state to an ordered liqu
crystalline state of the nematic type. Nematic-isotropic co
istence follows according to a well-known theory of Onsag
@24#, by solving criteria defining, respectively, the isotrop
~I! and nematic~N! nodal lines bounding the biphasic regio

L~w I !53.3/w I , L~wN!54.5/wN . ~14!

C. Phase-determined fitness landscape

In Fig. 3 we have calculated the various transition lo
discussed above to present unified phase diagrams descr
hemoglobin and silk fibroin solutions, respectively. The t
nature of this description should be stressed. The phys
01190
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chemistry of both hemoglobin and silk fibroins is of cour
far more complex in their respective biological enviro
ments, the cell~see, e.g., Ref.@9#! and the gland, involving
salts, other macromolecules, nonequilibrium, and so fo
Moreover, we have neglected further phase topology, for
ample glassy and crystalline solid phases, which could c
ceivably be developed within the idealized framework.

Despite their simplicity, these phase diagrams have p
nomenological merit in so far as they present a straight
ward implicit relation between sequence and phase, via
mapping between adhesive interaction and sequence de
in Sec. III A. Given the volume fraction of a protein in solu
tion, its length and hydrophobic content, we can determ
the phase.

Figure 4 establishes the link to evolution, by assigni
fitness values to the respective phases. The result is a fit
landscape stretching over the space of hydrophobic con
n/N vs solution volume fraction. Phase-separation, gelati
and denaturation reside at sea level, i.e., are deleterious,
ing zero fitness. The liquid-dispersed phase appears by
trast as a viable plateau. In the case of silk, liquid crystal
ity is represented as a higher secondary plateaulike out
@25#.

In a more general approach, further solutio
thermodynamic dimensions to the landscape would natur
re assigned
able plateau.
ich
opulation
FIG. 4. Sequence-concentration-fitness landscapes inferred from Figs. 2 and 3. Phase-separation, gelation, and denaturation a
zero fitness, such that they represent unviable sea-level areas of the landscape. We represent the liquid-dispersed phase as a vi
In the hemoglobin scenario, evolution is dominated by negative~purifying! selection, i.e., removal from the population of mutants wh
stray from the liquid-dispersed plateau. On the silk landscape, the contrasting positive mode of selection dominates, driving the p
onto the higher liquid-crystalline outcrop.
3-4
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FIG. 5. Calculated steady states~shaded! of
the simple mutation-selection dynamics of E
~15!, applied over constant-w projectionswn of
the landscapes. The agreement with taxo
sampled homolog distributions from the Swis
prot database~impulses! is good for both hemo-
globin and silk. Human hemoglobin is situate
at the phase-separation edge ofwn , in line with
its sickle cell propensity. The positively selecte
silk population is marginally optimal in so fa
as it crowds at the edge of the liquid-crystallin
plateau.
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develop—temperature, salinity, and so forth. Note that
landscape is athermal at the present level of description,
cause the adhesive interaction from which it derives has
enthalpic part. In fact, measured hydrophobic free ener
of transfer do generally have a~small! enthalpic part@26#,
which we have neglected in settingD52kT, in Sec. III A.

IV. THE HOMOLOG DISTRIBUTION

We interpret the homolog distribution as the normaliz
frequencyfn of proteins in an infinite population, havingn
hydrophobic residues vsN2n polar residues. Following in
the spirit of Bornberg-Bauer and Chan@4#, evolution will be
understood in the sense of deterministic iteration offn
through discrete generational stepst51,2, etc.

At each step, a fractionu of the population mutates

Gfn~ t11!5~12u!wnfn~ t !1u(
n8

Mnn8wn8fn8~ t !,

~15!

whereG is a normalization factor guaranteeing(nfn(t11)
51. The matrixMnn8 defines the relative probabilities o
sequence mutationsn8→n. Subject to the condition that
given gene can only undergo at most a singleHP flipping
substitution per generation~i.e., a gene with sequencen8 can
only mutate to n5n811 or n5n821), we can show
straightforwardly

Mnn85S n8

N D dn,n8211S 12
n8

N D dn,n811 . ~16!

For the fitness functionwn we take some physiologically
plausible constant-w projection of the solution-
thermodynamic landscape discussed above. In so far a
do not treatw as an evolutionary degree of freedom, we de
the possibility of linkage to regulatory genes controlling e
pression@27,28#.

A. Hemoglobin

In the case of hemoglobin, the intervalw;0.120.2 is rea-
sonably physiological@29#. With reference to Fig. 4, we not
that over this interval the phase-separation spinodal is alm
flat, remaining aroundn/N.0.55 as it passes through th
critical point atwc50.12.
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The fitness projection exhibits hence a deleterious edg
n/N.0.55 as shown in Fig. 5. This is consistent with t
human hemoglobin sequence data available from the Sw
Prot database. By counting hydrophobic residues, we e
mate for the healthy wild typen/N.0.55 such that it resides
on the plateau right up against the edge. The sickle cell m
tant HbS differs from the wild type by a singleP to H sub-
stitution ~Glu to Val! @30#. According to our picture, this is
sufficient to cause phase separation, pushing the wild typ
the right and off the edge.

A second lower edge ofwn , located atn/N50.52 in the
figure, corresponds to the onset of denaturation. The res
ing steady-state homolog distribution, calculated from E
~16!, is shown directly above~shaded!, its peak frequency
wedged roughly midway between thewn edges. Note that
this steady state is independent of mutation rateu, as holds
generally for a plateau landscape in which the only mode
selection is ‘‘negative.’’ Negative selection refers to the r
moval of unviable mutants from a population@31#.

We see substantiated the idea that protein function
manifest in some signature variability. Gu@32# and Naylor
and Gerstein@33# have developed the corollary that a shift
variability measured between clades is indicative of dive
ing function. Their interpretation is based on variability pr
files for each individual amino-acid site along a sequen
Our focus on the simplerHP compositional space presen
an alternative perspective.

Superimposed against the predicted homolog distribut
we show an ‘‘experimental’’ distribution, taxon-sample
from the Swiss-prot database. The data set comprises 20
cies from the primate clade@33#. With the exception of the
anemia-prone human, gorilla and langur tetramers, this d
set lies a relatively safe phylogenetic distance away from
pathological edge, roughly as anticipated by the mod
However, the comparison should be regarded as infor
only. We defer nontrivial fundamental aspects, such as
what extent a clade-wide distribution can be conside
equilibrated in the steady-state sense of an infinite popula
dynamics.

B. Silk

We setw50.25, approximately corresponding to thein
vitro volume fraction at which Nephila major-ampullate s
lutions exhibit liquid crystallinity @34#. The resulting ho-
3-5
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molog population, also shown in Fig. 5, sits at the extre
edgen/N50.7 of the liquid-crystalline region ofwn over-
looking the lower liquid-dispersed plateau. Only thr
dragline-sequenced members of the Nephila clade are a
able for the comparison@35#, but the location and relative
narrowness of the calculated distribution is again roug
corroborated.

The ascent of the population onto the fitter liqui
crystalline outcrop constitutes an adaptive response. T
mode of evolutionary dynamics is known as positive sel
tion, distinct from the negative mode which dominates
hemoglobin steady state. A positively selected steady sta
sensitive in general to the balance between mutation rau
and the selection differentialdw @2#. Figure 5 is calculated in
the limit dw@u. A qualitatively contrasting steady state r
sults, on the other hand, if the selection differential falls b
low the so-called error thresholddw;u @36#. Selection is
then effectively washed out by ‘‘neutral’’ mutation@37#. In
the dynamics specified by Eq.~15!, neutral mutation drives
the homolog population towards the binomial limit,

fn5~pN/2!21/2expF2
2

N
~n2N/2!2G

~neutral steady state!. ~17!

This neutral distribution is equivalently a measure of
trinsic designability of a givenHP composition. According
to a definition of Bornberg-Bauer and Chan, the maxima
designable ‘‘prototype’’ over a neutral mutation space is t
having the most nearest neighbors, i.e., sequences lyi
single mutational step away. Thus in the present appro
the binomial meanN/2 corresponds trivially to ‘‘prototype
composition.’’

In so far as populations tend to evolve towards des
prototypes, a possible explanation for the emergence of m
ginal folding stability, as generally observed for globul
proteins, is simply that the neutral prototype is unstable@38#.
The silk example demonstrates that analogous considera
can also apply in respect of solution-thermodynamic fitne
The prototype lies far away from the fittest liquid-crystallin
outcrop of the landscape. The homolog distribution is able
maximize its design entropy, nevertheless, by crowding
wards the edge of the outcrop overlooking the prototype.
can describe Nephila silk fibroins as ‘‘marginally’’ optimal i
this sense.

V. CONCLUSION

A comprehensive union of population genetics with p
tein folding, solution/cell biochemistry etc. is not genera
feasible as a quantitative means of predicting protein ev
tion @39#. Simple exact models~SEM’s!, making tractable an
idealized union of sorts, have been exploited in phenome
logical investigations of genomic mechanisms such as du
cation@5,7#, recombination@3#, and in the elucidation of gen
eral trends in bioinformatic data@40#.

The particular framework developed here, while retain
elements of the traditional SEM emphasis on foldin
broaches protein evolutionary contexts having to do w
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their macroscopic phase behavior. This presents on one h
an extension of the SEM paradigm towards a population
netics of proteins in the quasimacroscopic environment
the cell. In a template illustration, we constrained the evo
tion of model hemoglobins by invoking phenomena asso
ated with sickle cell anemia; phase separation and gelat

Despite the importance to disease pathologies, solu
thermodynamics is not exactly stringent in our descriptio
Proteins thus constrained are evolutionarily quite plas
having mutational access to a large extent of nondeleter
sequence space. This has relevance to the important gen
mechanism so-called neofunctionalization, where redund
gene duplicates assume some novel function@41#. In the case
of eye lens crystallins, weak solution-thermodynamic co
straints similar to those envisaged here have apparently
cilitated their co-option from disparate duplicated sourc
ranging from heat-shock proteins to metabolic enzymes@42#.

Finally, weak constraints allow sequence to evol
towards design prototypes. ‘‘Marginal’’ solution
thermodynamic fitness, illustrated by our silk model te
plate, emerges in situations where selection for phase be
ior competes against prototype.
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APPENDIX: DENATURING TRANSITION

Consider a heteropolymerlike conformational free ene
similar to that first introduced by Dill@20# comprising three
terms

F5F1~hydrophobicity!1F2~hydration!

1F3~polymeric elasticity!. ~A1!

The first term expresses an effective attraction betw
the n hydrophobic residues, governed by a Flory parame
x,

F1 /NkT52rxS n

ND 2

, ~A2!

wherer denotes residue packing fraction.
The hydration term accounts for the distributional entro

of solvent molecules trapped within the conformation,

F2 /NkT5
12r

r
ln~12r!. ~A3!

The third term expresses the cost of stretching the rand
coil conformation entropically favored by polymeric conne
tivity, R2;Na2, whereR is the mean end-to-end distanc
anda is a characteristic residue dimension
3-6
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F3 /kT5
3R2

2Na2
. ~A4!

Writing r53Na3/4pR3, and expandingF2, we obtain
for Eq. ~A1!

F@r#/NkT.Ar1Br21Cr22/3, ~A5!

where

A51/22xS n

ND 2

, B51/6, C5
3

2 S 3

4p D 2/3

N24/3.

~A6!

The general form of Eq.~A5! admits various scaling re
gimes@43#. If A50, the protein is in the random coil stat
scaling asr̄;N21/2. If A.0 the protein swells to a lowe
packing fraction, scaling asr̄;N24/5. We label this swollen
state ‘‘denatured.’’ From Eq.~A6!, denaturation occurs be
low
ss
,

c

ad

v,

on

.

b
y
la

01190
n

N
,

1

A2x
denatured. ~A7!

In the converse situationA,0, the protein is globular com
pact,R3;Na3

n

N
.

1

A2x
globular ~A8!

~Note, sincer̄;N/R3, there is noN scaling of r̄ in this
compact regime!.

The parameterx is related to, but not the same asD of
Sec. III A. RecallD is set to 2kT in our calculations of ad-
hesive interactione. Choice ofx affects the model fit to the
Swiss-prot hemoglobin data, Fig. 5. We obtained a good
with x51.85kT, corresponding to denaturation atn/N
50.52 ~Fig. 2!.
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